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David Kaunang, how to open the laptop, just like you did on this guide? Check out the Laptop Service Manual
Category on the right side of the website. I post links to service manuals and disassembly instructions in this
category. Could be power jack related problem. Maybe the jack is not making good connection with the
motherboard and has to be resoldered. Check out this post, maybe you have the same problem with your
laptop. Bijoy Dear all, I am facing a strange problem. My Laptop is totally dead Not responds anything after
pressing power button but when i plug the adapter the battery LED is emitting and showing its full charge
color. What are possible problems? Can you give some solutions? The image disappears from both screens,
internal and external? Could be memory problem. Try reconnecting the memory module. Test your laptop
with another working memory. Jeremy Alright here is the problem. At first my Presario would boot up fine
and run. But the slightest movement such as shifting with it in my lap would cause the screen to either go
blank or create vertical lines. It would work perfectly still on a desk. Now I have gotten to the point where it
wont boot up all the time. The fan will spin the power light and wireless light come on but the hard drive light
will flash x2 in a repeating fashion. It also has a very low audible sound it makes when the hard drive light
flashes. Any advice would be appreciated. The M35 when in failure mode lights up and charges and runs fan
for 1 sec. Upward pressure on the dc jack enable it to boot normally. Once running , the slightest shock hitting
a key e. Evidently there is a systemboard crack near the back but after removing the pcb and staring at it thru a
glass, until blue in the face, I cant see it. I have switched away from Toshiba. Tony August 9, My Niece closed
my laptop screen down very hard in a fit of anger at her brother and now the Laptop will not display. Have a
compaq presario c Is there a micro switch or sensor that could be suspect? When the laptop worked before, the
laptop when closed would power down the machine. I have taken it most the way apart, but cannot see a
micro-switch anywhere around the hinge area or LCD. Left hinge contained the display cable, Right hinge
contained a black and a white wire that snake through the bezel of the LCD and terminate on 2 different side
into some type of clip. I believe it may just be the leads for the Wifi antenna, but perhaps not. I would like to
find the schematic for it, but have had no luck finding it yes I checked your documentation Any other advice?
Try removing the hard drive and powering up the laptop. Will you get any video on the screen when the hard
dive is removed? Did you test the laptop with an external monitor? Maybe the laptop itself works fine but
there is a problem with the LCD screen. Can you see external video? Right hinge contained a black and a
white wire that snake through the bezel of the LCD and terminate on 2 different side into some type of clip. I
do not repair them except replacing bad power jack. I try to save customer money instead making them pay
arm and leg for a motherboard. I will keep researching to find someone out there willing teach more advance
stuff repairing laptop motherboard. Please let me know if you find any source on the web. Sam Modonpour
August 19, There are few more steps you can take to fix the motherboard, rather than just saying its dead. For
example if you follow the editors steps and the laptop turns on and no video on the LCD, its apparently the
video chip on the motherboard. Lets get back to the main problem, if your laptop does not turn at all, and you
have cheked the power jack allready, check the fuses on the board beside the powerjack, always check those
with the buzzer on the multimeter, If the buzzer does not beep across the fuze that meansâ€¦. Another thing to
remeber is watch the board closely, and try to find any visual defects, usually if the SMD components burn
their color changes and they sometimes crack too so if you look carefully you might be able to point it
visually. Wherever you see there is food crumps or dirt or you might suspect there is a short in the circuit
clean it with Isopropyl alcohol and a tooth brush. You can also test the SMD component of the power circuit
with the buzzer mode on the multimeter. Check the on board SMD power button test it with multimeter too I
have exprienced after testing the whole board the power button is bad. I will add on stuff later.
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We can use our utilities, of course, but nothing extra such as a rented online movie. Meanwhile, many readers
have asked for a master list of all of these ideas. Another productive way to spend that time is by working on
your own business. Check out the community calendar. Stop in and check out what they have to offer. Get
involved in community sports. Many towns have community sports fields where both youth and adult sports
leagues and activities are regularly going on throughout the weekend. Stop by, watch a game or two, and if
something intrigues you, look into joining either as a participant or as a volunteer. Listen to some podcasts.
Podcasts are perhaps the best free entertainment out there: Here are some more board games that are great for
groups. Bake a loaf of homemade bread. Ever wish you knew how to juggle? Once you know how to juggle,
you can always win a smile. All you really need is an old pan to catch the used oil and a funnel to refill the oil
tank and pour the old oil back into the canisters for later disposal. Invite some friends to do the same, then get
together for a potluck dinner prepared from only these ingredients and whatever else you have on hand. Make
decisions about and write out your will. Spend some time thinking about what you want to happen to your
personal assets when you die, particularly in terms of the personal mementos that you want others to have and
where you want the value of your estate to go. Do you want it all to stay with family members? Do you want
to remember a charity? Do a household maintenance walk-through. Go through your home and look for any
little maintenance tasks that need to be done. Do filters need to be replaced? Are there any burnt-out light
bulbs? Start or join a fantasy sports league. You can go to Yahoo! Organize a self-guided walking tour. Pack a
lunch in your backpack and have a picnic on the village green or in the park. You can easily turn this into a
full day if you live in a compelling area. Teach yourself how to knit. Learning to knit requires two needles a
dollar, or probably free if your closet looks anything like ours , some yarn extremely cheap and also a potential
back-of-the-closet candidate , a lot of patience, and an instructional video or two. Take your phone or digital
camera out with you and take pictures of anything you find interesting. Share those photos with others. And if
you want even more long-term exposure for your work, sign up for a free Flickr account, then upload some of
your most interesting pictures to share with others. Spend the time to title them appropriately, add interesting
captions, and allow them to be used under a Creative Commons Attribution license so your images can be
enjoyed by as many people as possible. Start a blog on a topic that interests you. Not only can it be a ton of
fun, it also helps you improve your communication skills, reach out to others, and perhaps earn a bit of income
down the road as well. Organize a potluck block party. Get permission from the city to do this before you try it
â€” ask if you can block off a street for a block party on a certain date. Then throw yourself into organizing it.
Go door to door, telling people about the block party, and inviting them to bring something. Then, on the day
of the party, set out the tables and chairs you borrowed and dig in. Visit a free museum or a zoo or find out
when you might be able to get in for free. Many cities and colleges have free educational attractions, such as
museums or zoos. Make an effort to enjoy these free attractions. Local libraries sometimes loan out museum
passes for the day as well. Learn the basics of a new subject. Some great suggested starting points: In fact, you
can get a college-level education on virtually hundreds of topics for free online. Cook some meals in advance.
If you already have a bunch of basic food staples on hand, spend some time cooking some meals in advance to
store in the freezer. Missing some ingredients but have an abundance of others? Team up with friends and
make it a social event â€” share ingredients so that you can all take some casseroles or other dishes home for
the freezer. Build a basic net-worth calculator for yourself. Once you have it set up, updating it is easy, and it
can provide a great snapshot of your financial situation as well as show off your progress. Have a quilting bee.
All you need is a bunch of spare cloth old shirts will even work, as will old curtains, old sheets, and so forth ,
some needles, thread, scissors, and some friends. Just get together, cut out squares of interesting cloth, and
start sewing. All you need is some scrap paper and a bit of time. Make a how-to video for YouTube. Just
create a video to demonstrate how to accomplish something interesting and useful. Think about what monthly
bills you can completely eliminate, then do the footwork to get rid of them. When you think about it, soccer is
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perhaps the simplest, most adaptable game in the world: Designate whatever is available as goals, then kick
the ball around. Make a time capsule. Find a small box, and then walk around your house gathering items that
represent the reality of your present-day life: Scan your old pictures. If you have a digital scanner at home, put
it to use and scan that pile of old prints you just dug out. If you have a rotating screensaver of pictures ,
scanning in old prints and adding them to the rotation will make your screensaver all the more amazing. Have
a film festival. Then just settle in with some snacks whatever you have on hand and burn a lazy afternoon and
evening just watching movies together. Really, is there any way to have more fun than that for free? Set them
up to send en masse on Monday morning. Practice yoga â€” or try it for the first time. All you need is some
floor space and a blanket to do most yoga poses. Try out a basic yoga session to see if you like it. It increases
flexibility, improves concentration, and holding some of those positions for long periods can be a powerful
workout. Pick one, add the coordinates to your GPS or just use the app on your smartphone , and head out the
door, letting your device serve as a treasure map. Geocaching is part outdoor adventure, part treasure hunt. Do
a neighborhood cleanup. No need to organize a formal activity. Just walk through the shared spaces in your
neighborhood parks, sidewalks, etc. Not only is it a pleasant way to get your blood going, it also beautifies
your neighborhood and the surrounding area, not just for your own enjoyment, but for everyone. If you want
to really get into it, invite people that live near you to get involved as well and make an event out of it. Build
some paper airplanes. Design and build a bunch of different paper airplanes, then have a competition in the
back yard to see which one flies the best. This is a great way to use up some scrap paper, particularly old
newspapers. Rearrange the furniture in a room. Try moving the couch to a different wall, then moving the
entertainment center elsewhere. It can completely refresh the look of the room and give you a good workout to
boot. Read an entertaining book. Look around your house for a fun book to read, perhaps something loaned to
you by a friend or something you received as a gift, and curl up and let yourself be sucked into the story. Build
a giant blanket fort. If you have kids, there are few things more fun than an afternoon spent building and
playing in a gigantic fort in the living room. Use chairs, blankets, and tables to make an enormous hidden
structure, then hide in there and play games and read books. Start a natural collection or an observation
notebook. In other words, spend some time in nature collecting items of interest like particular rocks or
making observations of things. Whatever it is, get your hiking boots on, get out there, and see what you can
find. Start a compost bin.
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things to do with a dead hard disk:) Andre Aug 19, , Exhibit in computer museum > 6) Drive failure mode analysis > 7)
Send back to manufacturer and get new drive under warranty > 8).

It inspired me to create my own list and write an article about it at the same time. Why Create a Bucket List?
Ever felt that your days are passing you by without any tangible output to speak of? What did you accomplish
in the past 3 months? What are your upcoming goals for the next 3 months? Even if you frequently live by
goals or to-do lists, they are probably framed within a certain social context e. A bucket list opens up the
context. It was an incredibly insightful exercise. The whole point of creating your list is to maximize every
moment of our existence and live our life to the fullest. How much will it cost? How long will it take?
Probably 30 minutes to an hour, or more if you get really caught up in the writing. Significant clarity and
focus on what you want from your life. See if there are new items you want to add-on. If so, add them in.
Check if all the items listed are still relevant. If not, remove them. Now, take out your pen and paper or open
up a text document. Start writing down what comes to mind as you read these questions: What if you were to
die tomorrow? What would you wish you could do before you die? What would you do if you had unlimited
time, money and resources? What have you always wanted to do but have not done yet? Any countries, places
or locations you want to visit? What are your biggest goals and dreams? What do you want to see in person?
What achievements do you want to have? Are there any special moments you want to witness? What activities
or skills do you want to learn or try out? What are the most important things you can ever do? Are there any
specific people you want to meet in person? What do you want to achieve in the different areas: What do you
need to do to lead a life of the greatest meaning? Come up with as many items as you can. The items should be
things you have not done yet. Release those shackles â€” Your bucket list is meant to be a list of everything
you want to achieve, do, see, feel and experience in your life. Check out the next section for added inspiration.
Take the items that resonate with you and use them for your own list! In , I went on a 7-month non-stop trip
around Europe and U. Advertisement How about you? What new countries would you like to visit? Here are
some traveling resources:
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Fred Pipes is the author of Things To Do With A Dead Computer ( avg rating, 0 ratings, 0 reviews), Save Baggley
Bottom! ( avg rating, 0 ratings.

Well, this list constitutes of a mixture of productive ideas as well as pastime ones. But yes, I bet they all are
meant for fun. This section deals with some of the regular stuff that you do on the internet. Bear with me for
this one. Nothing on the internet is as important as checking your e-mail. Surf through your social networks.
You probably have an account on at least one of these already. Read your pending messages. Take your
smartphone and read all your pending messages. Sometimes, cleaning up is also fun! This section is dedicated
to the social bees out there, who love to chat and interact online. I dedicate this section to those people!
Omegle allows you to chat with random strangers online. At the time of writing this post, over people were up
online using Omegle. They even have a mobile app! Facebook has integrated Omegle in Messenger. Reddit
contains some of the best content shared on the web. There are funny pics, awesome posts and what not! The
homepage covers the best of the content and some of the subreddits allow you to interact and share your
views! Subreddits such as WTF and Funny receive millions of views and engagement every day! Reddit is
awesome, reddit is insane, reddit is definitely a hot pick among the fun things to do on the internet. Tumblr is
like a cluster of blogs, with each user having a blog, where they can share anything they want. A good place
for interacting with people and making friends! StumbleUpon features some of the best webpages, and you
can end up spending hours at this site! Take this piece of free advice from a renowned StumbleUpon addict.
Because reading is just too mainstream! This zone is for the audio-visual lovers out there, who believe in
using the web for watching or listening only! You already know about YouTube. YouTube is the best place to
be for videos. You can have fun, learn, keep yourself updated, watch your favourite TV shows etc. YouTube
has been the 1 place for killing boredom for many people. I know you knew it! Yeah, I mean it. Creating a
channel is just one click away. Just spill your creativity and enjoy massive traffic, exposure and money. Give
some justice to DailyMotion and Vimeo and they will prove themselves. These sites have videos that have
been banned from being broadcasted on YouTube. Listen to music online. Nothing is as pleasing as listening
to beautiful music. Spotify is a great place to get started! Create your free radio station online. I am serious
dude! I once tried to nourish my creativity and came up with this thought and even wrote an article on how to
create a radio station. Click here to read more about it. Upload your own voice online. Got some voice mate?
Reverbnation can help you get started. Not necessary that you have to sing for this thing! Instrumental music
works great either! Saavn is a great place to get your daily dose of Bollywood songs. Interestingly, they have a
good database of regional songs too. You can check my presentations on slideshare! Infographics is the new
buzz online! Infographics are big images with information filled up to the point and creatively. Listen to a
book! It lets you listen some of your favorite books for free! Reading is the best pastime Blogs, e-books, feeds
â€” or anything else you can think of under reading comes under this section! Who says that reading is boring?
Well, this section will show some ways to educate as well as to have fun! I prefer the ideas from this section to
consider as things to do on the internet for myself. Why not spend more time into it then? I have over 50 posts
for you and I bet you will love them all! There exist thousands of blogs for every category. Go to OnTopList a
blog directory and find the top blogs in your desired category. Wikipedia is so good that it has information on
any topic you are interested in. You already know about this amazing resource anyway. So why not utilize it?
Create your own blog! If you can read, so you can write. Blogger is a great place to get started for free!
Blogging is a vast subject and requires research before initiating. I recommend watching some webinars, like
some from BlogWithJags! No Piracy, I mean it! Do spend time reading it! Digg features some of the best
content on the web. You just have to choose 6 cards and they will answer questions such as what you think of
yourself, what you need to beware of etc. This subject is both exciting and mysterious, and you never know if
the results are going to match! Give it a shot! Click here to try. Want to read some content which is now
deleted from the web? Try the Wayback Machine! ReadingOnline features a lot of yes, a hell lot of content
from different categories. Feedly is a great app to keep track of the latest content in your favourite blogs! And
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yes, once you get this awesome service, make sure that you add our blog name to your list, so that you can
receive our updates! Its so convenient, I get all the stuff I want to read at one place. Read a random article!
Many sites like WikiHow have this feature whereby you can read a random article. Be a better reader. Reading
online is a lot different from reading a book or newspaper. Click here to read an awesome article on How to be
a better reader online! Hardly anyone finishes an article on the internet! Try and challenge yourself! Can you
finish this article? Print what you read! Studies suggest that you are more likely to remember printed content
rather than reading online. Sure, it costs you and also the environment , but if you want to put something in
your head, make sure you have its physical copy! Understand how people read online! Did you know you are
among the very few fortunate people who actually READ the article till here? Click here to know more about
the reading habits of digital people!
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Since time immemorial mankind has been plagued by the question "What do you do with a dead cat?" Here, at last, in
hilarious, outrageous, and (sometimes) downright sick cartoons, are some answers. black-and-white illustrations.

Get Married Death is no obstacle when it comes to love in China. At times, it was a way for spinsters to gain
social acceptance after death. At other times, the ceremony honored dead sons by giving them living brides. In
both cases, the marriages served a religious function by making the deceased happier in the afterlife. Today,
the goal is often to give a deceased bachelor a wifeâ€”preferably one who has recently been laid to rest. But in
a nation where men outnumber women in death as well as in life, the shortage of corpse brides has led to
murder. In , there were two widely reported cases of rural men killing prostitutes, housekeepers, and mentally
ill women in order to sell their bodies as ghost wives. Worse, these crimes pay. Unwind with a Few Friends
Today, most of us think of mummies as rare and valuable artifacts, but to the ancient Egyptians, they were as
common as iPhones. So, where have all those mummies gone? Europeans and Middle Easterners spent
centuries raiding ancient Egyptian tombs and turning the bandaged bodies into cheap commodities. For
instance, mummy-based panaceas were once popular as quack medicine. In the 16th century, French King
Francis I took a daily pinch of mummy to build strength, sort of like a particularly offensive multivitamin.
Other mummies, mainly those of animals, became kindling in homes and steam engines. Meanwhile, human
mummies frequently fell victim to Victorian social events. Premier maintains that its cadavers are unclaimed
bodies from mainland China. And therein lies the concern. In the interview, he claimed that one-third of the
bodies he processed were political prisoners. Not surprisingly, governments have started to take notice. In
January , the California State Assembly passed legislation requiring body exhibits to prove that all their
corpses were willfully donated. Fuel a City Cremating a body uses up a lot of energyâ€”and a lot of
nonrenewable resources. So how do you give Grandma the send-off she wanted and protect the planet at the
same time? Some European crematoriums have figured out a way to replace conventional boilers by
harnessing the heat produced in their fires, which can reach temperatures in excess of 1, degrees F. In fact,
starting in , the Swedish city of Helsingborg used local crematoriums to supply 10 percent of the heat for its
homes. In the Middle Ages, grave robbers scoured cemeteries and sold whatever they could dig up to doctors
and scientists. Today, the system runs like this: Willed-body donation programs, often run by universities,
match cadavers with the researchers who need them. The truth is, there are never enough of these willed
bodies to meet demand. The hope is to make cadavers easier to inventory and track down when they
disappear. But when Lenin died in , Joseph Stalin insisted on putting his corpse on public display in Red
Square, creating a secular, Communist relic. Scientists today still use their method, which involves a carefully
controlled climate, a twice-weekly regimen of dusting and lubrication, and semi-annual dips in a secret blend
of 11 herbs and chemicals. The popularity of the tomb is dwindling, and the Russian government is now
considering giving Lenin the burial he always wanted. Snuggle Up with Your Stalker When a beautiful young
woman named Elena Hoyos died from tuberculosis in Florida in , her life as a misused object of desire began.
Her admirer, a local X-ray technician who called himself Count Carl von Cosel, paid for Hoyos to be
embalmed and buried in a mausoleum above ground. During the next seven years, he worked to preserve her
corpse, replacing her flesh as it decayed with hanger wires, molded wax, and plaster of Paris. In the ensuing
media circus, more than 6, people filed through the funeral home to view Elena before she was put to rest. Von
Cosel wrote about Elena for pulp fiction magazines and sold postcards of her likeness until he was found dead
in his home in Near his body was a life-size wax dummy made to look just like Elena. Supposedly, this
prevents the spread of disease. It turns out that the victims of natural disasters are no more likely to harbor
infectious diseases than the general population. The fault seems to lie with the living or, more specifically,
their living conditions. After a disaster, people often end up in crowded refugee camps with poor sanitation.
The problem was that Pope Formosus had died nine months earlier. He then proceeded to serve as chief
prosecutor as he angrily cross-examined the corpse. In fact, Pope Stephen appeared so thoroughly insane that a
group of concerned citizens launched a successful assassination plot against him. As with steaks and green
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beans, freezing a human body damages tissues, largely because cells burst as the water in them solidifies and
expands. In the early days of cryonics, the theory was that future medical technology would be able to fix this
damage, along with curing whatever illness killed the patient in the first place. Using a process called
vitrification, the water in the body is now replaced with an anti-freezing agent. The body is then stored at cold
temperatures, but no ice forms. In , researchers vitrified a rabbit kidney and successfully brought it back to
complete functionalityâ€”a big step in cryonics research. It may help in organ transplants someday, too. But
science has yet to prove that an entire body can be revived. Until those kinks get worked out, the hope of being
revived in the future will remain a dream. Maggie Koerth-Baker is now a big deal!
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Uses Of A Dead Cat funny cartoons from CartoonStock directory - the world's largest on-line collection of cartoons and
comics.

For instance the city of Glendale, CA, takes cds in the recycling bins. However the jewel cases are not
recyclable through the city system. Please check your own municipality. Kirt Does anyone know the best
adhesive to use for sticking CD Roms? In response to this I have received the following: One guy covers his
car with CDs and uses the glue one would use for applying fake fingernails the professional glue, not the kind
in the drugstore kit. He says that nail glue was the most permanent adhesive he had found. Apparently the
trick to cutting CDs is to warm them with a hair dryer and then use utility kitchen scissors. Denis Vermeirre I
would avoid melting or too much cutting. I do believe there are toxins involved. You can just cut any shape
from a CD very carefully and use it as a necklace, a pin, a barrette Maybe you have to file the edges to make
them smooth Christine I have stuck several CDs low down to a fence in a shady part of my garden which
reflects sunlight onto the normally shaded flower bed. The extra sunlight makes plants that usually grow in
full sun to thrive in the shady area. Next, you blow a balloon with air then, trying not to lose any air, pop the
balloon onto the lid. Place the hovercraft on a smooth surface, a glass table is good. A great toy for kids. Glue
on old jewelry The prestrung beads are glued on in rows covering the ugly side of the cd. We used hot glue.
You can also hang loose strands on the edge for a fringed effect. Glue a string at the top to hang it with. We
made these for our outside Christmas tree and they looked spectacular. The silver side adds sparkle and they
are weatherproof! On the last CD in the string, drill out a small notch big enough to lock into a vertical blind
holder. Cut a 30 inch length of ribbon and attach a bow and a hanger to one end and cut the other at a slant.
Glue 3 CDs to the ribbon, shiny side out and equally spaced. Glue photos to the CDs for vertical hanging.
These look especially nice on a very narrow wall section. You can make a guitar pick by tracing a real guitar
pick and cutting it out. Chase My kids love their shiny fish they made. Take 2 cds and some colored paper.
Cut lips and a tail out of the colored paper and glue to the label side, glue label sides together, fan fold a 4 x 6
inch piece of colored paper and slide it through the center hole for a fin, attach a googily eye and hang with
fishing line. Nancy Clanton Drill 4 holes in the edges of several CDs. Use wire to tie them together so they
create a sheet. Hang these sheets of CDs from the ceiling and they create a partition, yet light is shared
between the divided sides. Bob Cds or dvds drill a very small hole top and bottom of the cd or dvd, add
magazine photos or your own printed pictures; tie strong cord or string linking three cds or dvds and hang up.
Now you got your own mobile picture frame also good for reflecting sunshine into a room. The shiny
reflection works like a distraction as they fly over. Dar Brandon Use as scrapers when cleaning pots and pans.
Use them as-is, or cut them into any desired shape to best fit your pots and pans. Keitharoo Marybeth Norton
says use cds as a hanging mobile. Paint cds add stick on decorations cut hole in them put string or wire and
make a hanging mobile. Cleverer way to scare birds!! John says - use the cds to scare away not only birds, but
rabbits too. Make two more sets in a similar manner. Now stick one end of a cd set which will be a side to the
end of another set which will be the base of the rack L-shaped. Then stick one more set which makes the other
side wall. Make "U" shaped sections as above. Now glue each of these sections on top of one another. Finally
you have got a small jewellery rack. I just traced her old switchplate on the cd to mark the switch and screw
placement. Then I used a drill to make all the holes and cleaned up the switch hole with a dremel tool sander.
Mari My son needed to make a 3-D Name tag for art class that is made out of things he is interested in. We
decided to use a cd and glue scrabble letters to it and cut out pictures of his favorite games to glue on. Also,
we used ear buds as the holder to go around his neck. Dennae and Son Use them to decorate the sides of a
contemporary box style table by mounting them in a scalloped pattern on the table sides. A black finish on the
remainder of the wood would be cool. The one that I want to build had three different sizes of boxes that get
smaller toward the bottom with lights that shine down the sides. Rick Colvin Make a lovely original earrings
tree. Drill small holes in a stack of cds; Using a large dowel which fits the center of the cds , score the dowel
at three inch intervals ; Glue the dowel to a round or square wooden base. Spray paint the dowel and the base.
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Slide the cds over the dowel, inserting into the grooves. Voila a cool looking earrings tree. Theriot Cut the cds
into Squares and Rectangles and fit the together to make a mirror. Works best with different colors. I am in the
process of using some old cds to create a Christmas tree. The bottom row would be as wide as you wish and
then proceed upward as you eliminate a cd from each row. I did the outside trees next to the road. I made
phone wire loops and used them to attach the CDs so they would swing in the wind. The Microsoft DevNet
packages come quarterly in sets of over Each is a different jewel tone so it had a real appearance of Christmas
decorations during the daylight hours. The view at night was even more spectacular. I was concerned about the
reflection, too, but the headlights hit the CDs randomly hung and often moving with the wind. They were
visible from a block away. I met the school bus to let the children know that the software was old and boring just in case they were tempted. Setting the CDs in cement for garden step stones was not as successful. They
did not retain the holographic effect evenly and looked mottled or just like plates of plastic. They are cheaper
and lighter than the square glass signal mirrors with the hole in the center found in outfitters stores. Cut a CD
in half with old scissors you do not mind dulling. Then cut one of the halves in half. Use the plain area of the
CD as the front. Using a 1 inch mirror, button, sequin, seashell, anything you have that is close to that size- as
her head, glue it on with just the bottom touching the top as shown. Loop a ribbon for her hanger and glue it
on the back of the head. Tie a matching bow at the waist. Cut a tiny silver or gold piece of tinsel, etc. I like to
use the long garland that has a wire in it and has the loose stars on it for the halo. S he shines so pretty under
the Christmas lights, she is easy to store flat, and she is very inexpensive to make. You can also use them to
decorate gifts. I make them with pastel ribbon for a baby gift decoration. I take them to hospitals inserted in a
card for a sick person. I put them in with a graduation or birthday gift. Cds can be cut into the shape of a star.
Slide a light bulb-end through the center hole. Heather Use as a candle coaster. With shiny side up place
votive or small candle in the hole. Candle will burn and make a cool reflection. Also, put two cds, shiny side
up on the rear bottom with duct tape. This will serve as a warning! Todd and Amanda You can sharpen the
outer side of the CD rom and use it as regular paper cutting knife for cutting clippings from newspapers , art
work etc.
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Chapter 7 : Fred Pipes (Author of Things To Do With A Dead Computer)
Uses for a Dead Cat, by Simon Bond, was a bestselling collection of macabre blog.quintoapp.com book was promoted
with the tag line, "Since time immemorial mankind has been plagued by the question.

How can you retrieve your files? If one of the its components is bad, the computer can freeze right away after
pushing the power button. You are a candidate for this procedure if: If your situation does not apply yo any of
these categories, read my article on how to retrieve data from a broken hard drive. I prefer the cable since you
do not have to install the hard drive in the enclosure, you just plug it in by the back of the hard drive and you
are done. Once inside the drive look for your documents. If you are having trouble finding them, specially
with Windows 7 and Vista, there is a program you can use which is free and will do a better job. Once you
find your files, transfer them from your hard drive to your computer using copy and paste and you are done! A
Word of Caution: Handle the hard drive with care! Try not to touch the circuit board underneath the hard
drive, since if you are charged with static electricity you can zap it and destroy its electronic components. A
good way to do this is by wearing a grounding wristband or by having the computer turned off but with the
power cord plugged in, this way you can ground yourself by touching the exposed metal of the case before
touching the hard drive. Removing the Hard Drive on a Desktop Computer Removing a hard drive from a
desktop computer is very simple. Removing the Hard Drive on a Laptop Computer Removing a drive from a
laptop computer could be a little more involved or even easier than in a desktop computer, depending on the
laptop. Flip the laptop and look for a mark on the plastic that looks like a barrel; that is the universal sign for
hard drive. It indicates the hard drive is located right underneath. Remove the plastic cover and take the hard
drive out. It it worth mentioning that not all hard drives are removed the same way, some have to be pulled by
the side. Once plastic cover is off, carefully remove the hard drive, the drive in the picture below has a black
plastic puller which is used to slide the hard drive to one side and then up. However, as I previously mentioned
the procedure to remove yours might be different. If the hard drive is in good condition it should appear as a
new drive, just like when you insert a USB stick. Final Thoughts Retrieving files a dead computer can be a
very simple and trivial procedure, provided that the hard drive is in good condition. Just remember that hard
drives are delicate and they should be handled with care.
Chapter 8 : 69 Things to Do with a Dead Princess - Wikipedia
Surely, I would have been doomed to a life without the inclination to watch anything, even remotely, violent (which isn't
really a bad thing if you believe certain peer groups) if Jim hadn't brought up the subject of the fabled ONE HUNDRED &
ONE THINGS TO DO WITH A DEAD TOTORO over a pint of Guiness one day in the middle of December.

Chapter 9 : Things to Do with a Dead Computer, Fred Pipes, Good Condition Book, ISBN | eBay
It's Fun Things To Do On The Internet - When You Wanna Waste Time When You're Bored or WHATEVER! Well, this
list constitutes of a mixture of productive ideas as well as pastime ones. But yes, I bet they all are meant for fun.
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